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THE P-HARMONIC BOUNDARY AND

ENERGY-FINITE SOLUTIONS OF Ju = Pu

Y.K. KWON, L. SARIO, AND J. SCHIFF

The P-harmonic boundary ΔP and the P-singular point s of a Riemann-

ian manifold R have been shown to play an important role in the study

of bounded energy-finite solutions of Δu — Pu (Nakai-Sario [7], Kwon-Sario

[4], Kwon-Sario-Schiff [5]). The objective of the present paper is to establish,

in terms of ΔP and s, properties of unbounded energy-finite solutions {PE-

functions) and of limits of decreasing sequences of positive Pis-functions (PE-

functions). Also, PE- and PZs-minimal functions will be discussed.

For the convenience of the reader we shall briefly review, in 1, some

preliminaries (for details see Kwon-Sario-Schiff [5]).

1. On a connected, separable, oriented, smooth Riemanniari manifold

of dimension N, consider the P-algebra MP{R) of bounded Tonelli functions

/ with finite energy integrals

Here DR{f) = \ dfA*df is the Dirichlet integral of / over R, P(^0) a given

nonnegative continuous function on. R9 and dV = *1 the volume element of

R. It is known that the P-algebra MP(R) is closed under the lattice opera-

tions fl)g= max(/,g) and fΠg= min(/,g)9 and that it is complete in the

££-topology: if {fn} is a uniformly bounded sequence in MP{R), converges

to / uniformly on compact subsets of R, and ER{fn — fj -> 0 as n, m ~> oo,

then f<=MP(R).

By means of the P-algebra MP{R) one constructs the P-compactification

Rf of R, defined by the following properties: i?J is a compact Hausdorff
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space and contains R as an open dense subset; every f^MP(R) has a con-

tinuous extension to Rf; and MP(R) separates the points of Rf.

A point s&Rf is called a P-singular point if f(s)= 0 for all f^MP{R);

it exists, and is unique, if and only if \ PdV — <*> (Nakai-Sario [7]). It is

known that p<=R$ is P-singular if and only if I PdV=oo for every neigh-

borhood U of φ in Rf (Kwon-Sario [4]). Points of Rf which are not P-

singular are called P-regular.

Let MPΔ(R) be the family of i?£-limits of functions of MP(R) with com-

pact supports. The set

ΔP = {xeRΪ\f(x) = 0 for all f^MPΔ{R)}

is called the P-harmonic boundary and contains the P-singular point 5 if the

latter exists.

2. Consider the family MP{R) of Tonelli functions on R with finite

energy integrals. It is easily seen that MP(R)aMP(R) and every f&MP{R)

has a continuous extension to R$.

We write / = CE-\imnfn on R if {fn} converges to / uniformly on

compact subsets of R, and ER(f — / J - > 0 as n ^oo. The family MP(R) is

complete with respect to the C£-topology. In fact, let {fn} be a Ciϊ-Cauchy

sequence in MP{R). In view of the CZ)-completeness of Nakai's lattice M(R)

(cf. Sario-Nakai [9], Kwon-Sario [2]), / = CD-\Ίmnfn exists on R and

I P(f~-fn )2dV-±0 as i -> co for some sequence {nj. Since {fn} is C£'-Cauchy>

we conclude that / = CE-\imnfn on R (cf. Kwon-Sario-Schiίf [5]).

Let MPΔ{R) be the subfamily of MP(R) which consists of the C£-limits

of functions in MP{R) with compact supports.

We close this number with the important decomposition theorem (cf.

Nakai-Sario [7]): every f^MP{R) has the unique decomposition f=u+g, u^PE(R),

g^MPΔ{R). If / ^ 0 , then u>.0, and u^f for a P-superharmonic f.

The function u is called the P-harmonic projection of/, denoted by u = π(f).

For the proof take a regular exhaustion {Rn} of R, and construct con-

tinuous functions ut (resp. uZ) on R such that uiά — f+ (resp. uZ = /") on

R~Rn and u+

n^P(Rn) (resp. M ; e P ( ί Λ ) ) . Then ER(u+

n)^ER(f+)^ER(f) and

Since by Fatou's lemma
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\ P lira [ulYdV ^ lim ER{u+

n) ^ ER{f) < oo,

we may assume that

u+ = C-lim u%, u~ = C-lim uZ
n—>co n—»oo

exist on R. Clearly u+, u~ are solutions of Δu = Pu.

By virtue of the energy principle (cf. Royden [8])

ER(u+ - uUv) = ER{u+) - ^ ( ^ : + P ) ^ 0

and hence d = limn_>oo£
l

Λ(wi) exists. On letting |3->co we obtain

B( ) R ( ϊ ) as n->oo.

Thus &+ = C.E'-lim^ ί̂ on R and u+<^PE{R). Similarly M" = CE-\\mnuZ on i?

and u~(=PE{R).

Set u= u+ — u'^PE(R) and g= f — u on i?. Since fir = C2?-limn0n on i?

where gn = f — {u$ — uZ) = 0 on R— Rn, we have the desired decomposition.

The uniqueness follows immediately from the energy principle.

The rest of the proof is obvious.

3. As an application of the above orthogonal decomposition theorem

we shall prove

THEOREM. Every (bounded or unbounded) energy-finite P-harmonic function u

on R takes the maximum of its absolute value on the P-harmonic boundary :

\u\^>max \u\.
ΔP

Proof Let M= max J p | « | . If M = oo, there is nothing to prove; we

suppose in the sequel that M< oo. If supB\u\ < oo9 then M± u is a P-

superharmonic function on R, bounded from below and nonnegative on ΔP.

Therefore

M± u^.0

as desired (cf. Kwon-Sario-Schiff [5]). It remains to show that u is bounded.

Suppose supβ |&| = oo. Without loss of generality we may assume that

supRu = oo. Since u+ = uΌ0(=MP(R), the orthogonal decomposition yields

u+ = v + g
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with v^PE{R) and g&MPΔ(R). Moreover, v^u+^0 by virtue of the P-

subharmonicity of u+. Thus

sup V^Lsup u+ = oo.
R R

O n the other hand v = u+^ \u\ ̂ M< oo on ΔP.

For n>M, vf)n&MP(R)9 and we have

v f)n = w + gn

with w^PBE(R) and gn^MPΔ(R). Note that w is independent of n for

w >M^max i i , t ; . It follows that

ER{v — w)= ER{v —

= £Λ(i; -t ιΠw) + 2£Λ(t; — vΓιn,gn) + EB{gn)

= £Λ(t; - t> Π n) + 2£Λ(t; - w - gn, gn) + ER(gn)

and v^w^PBE{R). This contradicts supΛt; = oo.

As a consequence we have the Virtanen identity for P-harmonic func-

tions :

COROLLARY. OPE = OPBE.

Proof. Since P^£" c Pis, we only have to prove that OPE 3 OPBE

Suppose R(=OPBE Then J P — 5 = ψ (cf. Kwon-Sario-Schiίf [5]). If dP=φ,

the Royden harmonic boundary ΔR is void and R^OG<zOPE. In the case

j p = {s] the above theorem yields \u\^Lma.Xjp\u\ = 0 for all u^PE(R). Thus

as desired.

4. For a fixed xo^R, let /*= ^ 0 be the P-harmonic measure on ΔP

with center x0, and K{x,t) the P-harmonic kernel on RxΔP with uC(a?0, 0
Ξ l ί

= ( f(t)K(x9 t)dμ(t)
J dp

for all / in the family BS{ΔP) of bounded continuous functions on ΔP which

vanish at the P-singular point 5 (Kwon-Sario-Schiff [5]). In view of π(f)—f

on ΔP for f^MP(R) we deduce from the above integral representation that

the space PBE{R) is in one-to-one correspondence with MP{R)\ΔP and there-

fore forms a vector lattice (loc. cit.).
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In the case of unbounded energy-finite P-harmonic functions we state

(cf. Sario-Nakai [9]):

THEOREM. Every PE-function u on R has the integral representation along the

P-harmonic boundary

u(x) = \ u{t)K{x,t)dμ(t).
<J Δp

Proof. Since every PE-function u is a difference of positive PE-functions,,

u = π(^U0) — JΓ((— #)U0), it suffices to consider positive PE-functions.

The function uΠn is P-superharmonic and belongs to the class MP(R).

Therefore

[ {uΠn) {t)K{x, t)dμ{t) = π{uΠn) (x)^(uΓ\n) (x)^ u{x) < oo.
O Δp

Set un = π(unn)(=PBE{R). For n^>m

«n(») — um{x) ~ \ {uΠn — uf)nt){t)K(x,t)dμ{t)^O.
JΔP

Consequently there exists a P-harmonic function v on R such that v=CΊimnu^

on R.

On the other hand, since un — um is the P-harmonic projection of

uΠn — uΓ\rn&MP(R),

ER(un — um) ^ ER(uΠn — uΠnί) -ϊθ as

Thus v — CE-\imnun on R, v^PE{R), and v = u on ΔP. I t follows that

W(Λ) = v(x) = lim \ (uΠn)

Jjp

on R as asserted.

COROLLARY. Let u,v^PE(R). The least P-harmonic majorant u V v and the

greatest P-harmonic minorant u l\v belong to the space PE{R) and have the following

integral representations along the P-harmonic boundary:

(UVV)(X)= \ (uΌΌ)(t)K(x,t)dμ(t),
JΔp

(u Λ v) (x) = f (uΠv) {t)K(x, t)dμ(t).
JΔp
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5. Let w b e a positive Pis-function on R. We shall call u a PE-minimal

Junction if for every v^PE(R) with O^υ^u there corresponds a constant cυ

such that v — cvu on R.

As is to be expected, the P-singular point enters in the topological char-

acterization of the existence of Pis-minimal functions (for i/D-minimal

functions cf. Sario-Nakai [9]):

THEOREM. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the PE-minimal func-

tions on R and those isolated points of the P-harmonic boundary ΔP which are different

from the P-singular point s.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a Pis-minimal function u on R. In

view of the maximum principle the P-harmonic boundary Δp contains a

point p for which u{p) > 0. Clearly p ψ s since u{s) = 0.

We claim that such a point p is unique. On the contrary suppose that

u(q) > 0 for some q^ΔP — s. Choose a function f^MP{R) such that 0 ^ / ^ l

on i?, /(p) = l, and /(<?)= 0. Then v = π{fnu)ς=PBE{R), and u^v^O on

A p. Again by the maximum principle, u ^> v ̂  0 on R and υ = cvu on R for

some constant cv.

On the other hand υ{q) = f(q) = 0 and v{q) = cv&(#) > 0, a contradiction.

Thus M Ξ O on ΔP — p and p is an isolated point of ΔP by the continuity of

u.

Conversely let p be an isolated point of ΔP such that p<EΔP — s. Then

there exists a function f^MP(R) such that 0 ^ / ^ l on i?, /(p) = 1, and

f\Jp — V = 0. Let u = π{f)<=PBE{R). If v£ΞPE{R) such that O ^ t ; ^ ^ on

i?, z/==0 on ΔP—p and 0 ^ # ( p ) : < l . Thus there exists a constant cv=v(p)lu(p)

such that t; = <\,& on ΔP. By means of the maximum principle we conclude

that v = cvu on R and u is Pis-minimal.

From the proof we also deduce:

COROLLARY. Every PE-minimal function is bounded.

6. In analogy with iϊD-functions we introduce: a nonnegative P-harmon-

ic function u on R is called a PE-function if

u{x) = inΐ{v(x)\v^PE{R), v^u on R}

for all x^R.

To study Pis-functions we consider the class U(ΔP) of nonnegative func-
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tions / on ΔP such that

/(/) = inf t (f)
F

V(ΞF

on ΔP, where Ff = {v^PE(R)\v^f on ΔP}. Clearly every ftΞU{ΔP) is upper

semicontinuous, μ-integrable, and vanishes at the P-singular point s.

We state:

LEMMA. The class U{ΔP) has the following properties:

(i) if E is a compact subset of ΔP which does not contain the P-singular point

s, then its characteristic function XE belongs to U(ΔP),

(ii) if f<=U{ΔP), then fΠa(=U{Δp) for all a>0,

(iii) the class U{ΔP) forms a lattice under the pointwise maximum and minimum

operations.

Proof Let g<BBs(ΔP) be such that g^.f-XE on ΔP. For each n

choose an open neighborhood Un of E in R$ such that g + 1/w > 1 on Un.

Then there exists a function hn^MP{R) such that 0^hn^l on R,hn\E = l,

and hn\R — Un = 0 (Kwon-Sario-Schiff [5]). Clearly f<hn<g+lln on ΔP.

Set un = π{hn)ζΞPBE{R). In view of / :< un^g+ 1/n for all w,

/(0 ^ inf M(0 ̂  lim Mn

for all ί e J p . Since / is upper semi continuous on

on ΔP as asserted. This completes the proof of (i).

Contrary to assertion (ii) suppose that /Πα$[/(i P ) . Then there exist

p^Δp and ε > 0 such that

(/ Π a) (p) < inf υ[p) — ε.

Since /eϋ7(JP), there exists a sequence of functions vn^Ff with f{/p) = \imnvn(Ί>)

Clearly π{vnΓ[a)^Ffnβ and therefore

inf v(p) ^ lim π{vn f) a) (p) = (fΠ a) (p).

Thus we have (ff\a) (p) < iff) a) (p) — ε, a contradiction.
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Statement (iii) follows immediately from the lattice property of the space

PE{R) and the definition of the class U(ΔP).

7. We are ready to express P£-functions as integrals of functions in

U{ΔP) along the P-harmonic boundary (cf. Sario-Nakai [9]):

THEOREM. A function u belongs to the class PE(R) if and only if it has the

integral representation along the P-harmonic boundary

U(X)=\ f(t)K(x,t)dμ(t)

for some f&U(ΔP).

Proof Let u be defined by the above integral for some

Choose a nonincreasing sequence {vn} of functions vn^Ff such that f=\imnvn

on ΔP. Clearly u = limwz;Λ on R. Therefore for any

u(x)=\ f(t)K(x,t)dμ(t)^\ υ(t)K(x,t)dμ(t) =
vΔp J Δp

and we conclude that

u{x) = inf v(x).
VGFf

Since

= u{x),

the function u belongs to the class PE{R) as desired.

Conversely let u^PE{R). Then there exists a nonincreasing sequence

{un} of positive Pis-functions on R such that u[x) = \imnun{x) on R.

Set f{t) = HmnMn(0 for t^ΔP. Clearly f^U{ΔP) and we have

u{x) = lim \ un{t)K{x, t)dμ{t) = [ f(t)K{x, t)dμ{t)
n—>oo J Δp J Δp

for each x^R.

LEMMA. Let E be a compact set in the complement of the P-singular point s

with respect to the P-harmonic boundary ΔP. Then the function w{x)=\ K{x,t)dμ{t)
JE

has the properties 0^w{x)^l on R and \imxfΞR,x->tw(x) =• 0 for all t^ΔP — E.

Proof. Let q^ΔP — E. Choose a neighborhood U of E with q$U and

a function f^MP{R) such that 0 ^ / ^ l on R, /[£ = !, and f\R-U = 0.
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Since f^XE on ΔP,

0*£w(x)<z\ f(t)K(x, t)dμ(t) = π(f) (x)

and therefore

ϊϊm w(x)*z Km π{f) (a?) = /(#) = 0.

By means of the above lemma we shall establish a relation between a

P£-function # and the corresponding /eC7(JP) (cf. Sario-Nakai [9]):

THEOREM. Z^ί u^PE(R) have the integral representation along the P-harmonic

boundary

= \ f(t)K(x,t)dμ(t)

with f<=U{dp). Then the function ΰ{t) — limsupa.ei?fa._>ίM(α;), t^ΔP satisfies

with equality μ-a.e. on ΔP.

Proof. In view of u^v for v<EιFf and / = inf^ir^, the inequality is

obvious.

For the proof of the latter assertion first assume that / is bounded. Let

ε > 0 and suppose that ΰ < f — ε on a compact subset E of ΔP — s. If

μ(E) > 0, then the function

w(x)= e[ K(x9t)dμ(t)
OE

is P-harmonic and 0<ιv(x)^ε on R. By the above lemma

for all t^ΔP — E. Hence for each v<=Ff

lim \v{x) — u{x) — w{x)1 ̂  0
are R, %-*t

on ΔP. Since v — u — w is bounded from below, v>.u + w on R (see Kwon-

Sario-Schiff [5]). On taking the infimum over Ff9 we obtain ιι>.u + w.

In particular

For the P-singular point 5, 0^Lϋ(s)^f(s) — 0. Thus ΰ>.f μ-a.e. on ΔP.
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For an unbounded /, set un(x) = [ {ff)n){t)K{x,t)dμ{t)<=PE(R). Since

ΰn = fΠn μ-a.e. on ΔP for all ^ ^ 1 , we have the desired conclusion.

8. A function u^PE(R) is said to be Pis-minimal if u>0 on R and

for every v^PE(R) with u>.v there exists a constant cv such that t; = cvu

on /?.

We maintain (for ϋfD-functions cf. Sario-Nakai [9]):

THEOREM. If a function u is PE-minimal, then there exists a point p on the

P-harmonic boundary, different from the P-singular point s and with a positive μ-

measure. In this case u(x) = u(xo)K(%,p). Conversely if p^dP — s has a positive

μ-measure, then K(x,p) is PE-minimal.

Proof. Let u be PZΓ-minimal. Then

U{x)= [ β{t)K{x,t)dμ(t)

on R. Set En = {t^dP\ύ{t)^:lltι}. Clearly En is a compact subset of

Δp — s, and therefore lEn^U{ΔP). Since

U(X) ^ J^ ύ(t)K(x, t)dμ{t)^\ \ΔpXEn{t)K{x, t)dμ(t)ZΞPE(R),

there exists a constant cn, 0 ̂  cn < 1, such that

K{x, t)dμ(t) = cnu(x)

on R. For large n, μ(En) > 0 and cn > 0. Thus u is bounded by Lemma

7. Set E = Enj and

W(X) = \SK{X, t)dμ(t).

Then w = cnu and ^ = 1 μ-a.e. on E. In view of cn supΛ u = 1, w = cu

where c = 1/sup̂ w. Thus cu — 1E μ-a.e. on ΔP.

Let i be a compact subset of E with μ(E — A) > 0. If //(̂ 4) > 0, then

I K{x,t)dμ{t) = cu{x) as above and cΰ = 0 μ-a.e. on Δp—A. Since μ(£—

and c^ = 1 /i-a.e. on .E1, this is a contradiction. Consequently μ(A) = 0.
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On the other hand E is compact and μ{E) > 0. Therefore there exists

a point φ<=E such that μ{EΓ)U) > 0 for all neighborhoods U of p. Suppose

μ(p) — 0. Then there exists a sequence {£7Λ} of neighborhoods Un of # with

0 < μ(EnUn)<l/n. Ifμ{E—Un)>0, then for any compact KncUn, μ(E—Kn)>0

and μ(EC\Kn) = 0 as above. The regularity of μ then implies μ{EC\Un) = 0,

a contradiction. Thus μ(E — Un) = 0 for all w. Hence

for all w, a contradiction, and we conclude that μ(p) > 0 and cu{x) = K(x,/p)μ{p).

Since K{xo,φ) = 1, cw(ft0) = μ(p) and therefore w(a ) = uiXoJKix,^) as asserted.

Conversely let ^ be a point in ΔP — s such that μ(φ) > 0. Then

~MP) hUt)K{χ,t)dμ{t)

is a Pis-function. If K{x, p):>v(x)>.0 for some v^PE(R), then K(t, p)^.v(t)^.O

and v(t) = 0 μ-a.e. on ΔP — p. Thus

V(X) = \ ϋ(t)K(x, t)dμ(t) = ϋ(p)μ(p)K(x, V)

on i? and K(x, p) is P^-minimal.
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